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Data
Raw, unorganized facts. Can be in the form of text, graphics,
audio, or video.

Information
Data that has been processed into a meaningful form.

Information processing
Converting data into information
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Information Technology (IT) means all the
technology including computers and
telecommunications that is used to deal with
data and information.
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The world has become 
a global village due to 

advancement in IT
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Computer is a very important 
component 

of information technology 
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• Word-processor: an application that automatically checks
spelling and grammar in a document.

• Internet : a connected system of computers that enables
users to obtain information quicker than from a library and
perform such communication activities as video conferencing.

• Online Banking: the ability to use the Internet to open a
new account, transfer your own money from one account to
another, or pay a mortgage, all from the comfort of your own
home.
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• Online classes: classes offered using applications such as
Blackboard and Angel via the Internet that enable students
and teachers to communicate outside of the physical
classroom.

• GPS systems: computing devices that are either portable or
embedded within the dashboard of many vehicles and provide
driving directions from your current location to the entered
destination as well as help you locate restaurants, gas stations,
and fast food chains, even the phone number for your favorite
pizza place.
•.
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The real power of the use of computers comes when you

begin to relate the tasks, understand the technology

used to perform them, use that technology to collect

information, share that information with others locally

and globally, and then singularly or collectively use the

information to make decisions.

A computer is an electronic device that performs four

basic operations: input, processing, output, and

storage.



Computer System

Software Hardware
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Hardware includes all the physical components of the computer

and its related devices.
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Control Unit

Central Processing Unit (Processor)
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Random Access Memory Read only Memory
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The motherboard is the circuit board that connects the

central processing unit(s) anchored on the board and other

system components.

Integrated peripherals are the devices embedded within the

system unit case and generally include the power supply,

cooling fans, memory, CD drive, DVD drive, and internal hard

drive.
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Peripheral devices: components located outside the system

unit housing that are connected physically or wirelessly to the

system unit and motherboard. Examples include keyboards,

mice, monitors, speakers, external webcams, external

modems, and external storage devices.

Communications device which is a hardware component

that moves data into and out of a computer.
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Modem a communications device that converts data from one

form into another. It enables the computer, a digital device, to

access data through non digital media, such as telephone lines,

cable, satellite, and cellular connections.
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Network interface card (NIC), is a hardware element

located in the system unit that houses the electronic

components used to connect a computer to a

network.



Software 
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Information Processing Cycle



Types of Computer

Mainframe Workstation
Personal 
computer 

(PC)

Minicomputer
Super 

computer
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Computer s for 
individuals

Computer s for 
Organizations

Computer s for 
Organizations

Computer s for 
Organizations

Computer s for 
Organizations
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The two most commonly used types of personal computers are

Apple’s Macintosh (Mac) systems and the more numerous IBM

compatible systems, which are made by manufacturers such as

Dell, Gateway, Sony, Hewlett-Packard (HP), and many others.

These PCs are called IBM-compatible because the first such

computer was made by IBM.
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Workstations are high-end desktop computers with system

units designed for technical or scientific applications,

requiring a moderate amount of computing power and

relatively high quality graphics capabilities.
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Mainframes are powerful servers that are part of a networked

system designed to handle hundreds of thousands of clients at

the same time.
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Supercomputers are ultrafast systems that process large

amounts of scientific data, often to search for underlying

patterns. A supercomputer can be a single computer or a

series of computers working in parallel as a single computer.
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Minicomputer: is a midsize computer. A minicomputer is a

multiprocessing system capable of supporting from up to

many users simultaneously.
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The main difference between a
supercomputer and a mainframe is that a
supercomputer focuses on performing a
few sets of instruction as fast as possible,
whereas a mainframe executes many
instructions concurrently.
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The amount of work accomplished by a
computer system.
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Factors of computer performance:-

1- The speed of CPU.

2- The size of RAM.

3- Data bus width.

4- The Speed and storage capacity of hard disks

5-The number of applications open on

computer at one time.
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Social Networking

Facebook: the largest of such social networking sites, allows

anyone over the age of 13 with a valid e-mail account, residing in a

country where it has not been banned, to become a Facebook

user.

Twitter the newest phenomenon, is a free, real-time social

messaging utility that allows postings of up to 140 characters.
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Collaboration software: the collection of programs that help

people share ideas, create documents, and conduct meetings,

regardless of location or time zone, are making their move into

the academic and business worlds.

Google Docs a free Web-based word processor and

spreadsheet, allows project members to share and edit

documents online.
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A wiki is a collection of Web pages designed to let anyone

with access contribute or modify content. Wikis are often used

to create collaborative or community Web sites.

Google Groups is a free service provided by Google to help

users connect, share information, and communicate

effectively over the Internet.
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Advantages and Disadvantages
of Computer Use
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Ergonomics is the field of study that is concerned with the fit

between people, their equipment, and their work.
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Computer ethics a branch of philosophy that continues to

evolve, deals with computer-related moral dilemmas and

defines ethical principles for computer use.

Digital piracy the unauthorized reproduction and

distribution of computer-based media.
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